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Ahmed Hourani: I supposed to be biased since I am a globalist

Adam Ahmed: Greetings Everyone, we will get started in about 40 minutes.

Adam Ahmed - Agrilinks: Hello Everyone, so glad you could join us today. Please let us know where you are joining from today.

kemi Asuni: Hi My name is Kemi Asuni, from Nigeria . working on LINKS-DFID project

Srijana Chettri: Nepal

Domisian Mabula: Hi everyone, my names are Domisian Mabula, joing from Tanzania working with Sunflower Project in Tanzania too

Jane Lowicki-Zucca: Jane Lowicki-Zucca, USAID/RFS, working on youth inclusion in agriculture-led growth, food security, resilience, nutrition, water security, sanitation, hygiene

Amini Mataka: Hi Everyone, My name is Amini Mataka working at CIMMYT Southern Africa Regional Office in Harare Zimbabwe

Ahmed Hourani: Greetings to all, I am a sustainability entrepreneur from Jordan, I design ILM and I facilitate MSP

Delina Peter: Hi all, I'm Delina. I work with ROOTS Africa (non-profit) on sustainable agriculture initiatives. Based in the U.S.

Elon Gilbert: Just joining from the Jocko Valley
Manohara Khadka: Hi All, I am Manohara from IWMI-Nepal

Indra Klein: Good morning, independent consultant, DC. It's great that today's session highlights inclusion.

Sharoon Sabir: Hi everyone, I am Sharoon Sabir, working as community animal health officer with the Brooke - Pakistan

Sana Khawaja: Hi everyone Sana from Brooke Pakistan

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Greetings All! Zachary Baquet with USAID and I am joining from DC

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Welcome Sana! Thank you for joining us today

Farhad Hossain: Hello, I am from Bangladesh

Lubna Saeed: Hi all, Greeting from Brooke Pakistan

Sujata Singh: Hi everyone! I am Sujata Singh from Nepal, Suaahara II program

Humnath Bhandari: Humnath Bhandari, IRRI Bangladesh

Meredith Soule: Welcome to our global community. Thank you for joining us today.

Narayan Khanal: Hi I am Narayan Khanal from NSAF/CIMMYT, Nepal
Lopa Saxena: Lopa Saxena from Coventry, UK

Laurore Antoine 2: Greetings to everyone! Laurore Antoine from CARE USA

indra klein: Is it possible to provide links to resources, particularly, slide deck?

Aman Sen Gupta: Hi everyone I am Aman Sen from Nepal, Suaahara II program

Madhu Gnawali: hi everyone, I’m from nepal(butwal city)

Jesco Weickert: Jesoc Weickert, from Welthugershofe in Germany

Apurba Kumar Datta: Apurba Kumar Datta from ACDI/VOCA. Bangladesh

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Thank you for joining us Apurba, Jesoc, and Madhu!

Zia Ahmed: Hi all, this is Zia Ahmed from Bangladesh but now in Vienna, VA.

Gezahegn Ayele: Hello everyone I am Gezahegn from Feed the Future -Ethiopia

Maitreyi Das: here's the report I will be speaking from:

Maitreyi Das: https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/32528
Nqabayezwe Moyo: Greetings im Nqabayezwe Moyo from CRS Zimbabwe

Ashok Sarkar: Hi everyone, Good evening/mornig Ashok from Mukti Cox's Bazar, Bangladesh

indra klein: @Agrilinks, Thank you ")

saroj khanal: Hello Everyone, Saroj Khanal from Nepal

Agnes Quisumbing: You can also download's IFPRI's Global Food Policy Report, on Inclusive Food Systems for all, at gfpr.ifpri.info

Agnes Quisumbing: http://gfpr.ifpri.info

Noubia Gribi: Greetings from Noubia Gribi, at We-Empower from Washington DC

Maitreyi Das: and here's our flagship report from 2013 that sets up the conceptual framework: https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/16195

Abdul Montazir: Hi everyone, Montazir from USA

Billy Hall: Hello, Billy Hall from USAID Washington

Basudha Gurung: greetings Basudha Gurung from Nepal and look forward the sharing session

Maitreyi Das: and since there is a large ag audience, please see our report on water and gender: https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/27949
Hari Shrestha: Good Evening All!

Don Van Atta: Good afternoon. Don Van Atta from Ukraine (at the moment)

Curt Youngs: Hi, everyone. This is Curt Youngs from Iowa State University, USA

Ahmed Hourani: Thanks Maitreyi for such aesthetics!

Hari Shrestha: I am Hari Kumar Shrestha from CIMMYT, Nepal

Manorama Sunuwar: Goodevening everyone! Greetings from Nepal

Shamim Ara Begum: Hello from Bangladesh

Benjamin Garber: Good morning! Joining from Virginia Tech in Blacksburg, USA

Nick Archer: Nick Archer, World Concern, USA

Elizabeth Moore: Hello Everyone from Silver Spring, MD with Trees for the Future

Christine Daskais: Good morning! this is Christime Daskais from Manhattan (Kansas State University) - Sorghum and Millet Innovation Lab

Christopher Shore: Christopher Shore, World Vision USA, based in California
Dyutiman Choudhary: Hello All, This is Dyutiman Choudhary from CIMMYT/Nepal. We are implementing the FTF Nepal Seed and Fertilizer Project.

Charla Britt: Charla Britt, from California.

Md. Mustafizur Rahman: Hi, everyone. I'm from Bangladesh.

Dyutiman Choudhary: Hi. Greetings from Nepal.


Namitha Jacob: Good morning, Glenda de Paiz, USAID/Guatemala.

Abigail Spangler: Good morning! This is Abie Spangler from ACDI/VOCA, in DC.

Komal Pradhan: Hello everyone and greeting from Nepal.

Emmanuel Dzisi: Good afternoon from Ghana.

Kristina Evans: Hi all, Kristina Evans with USAID's Office of Local Sustainability in Washington.

Maura Barry Boyle: Good morning Dyutiman!! Great to see you!!

Myo Ma Ma Than: Hello, everyone. I am from Myanmar.

Jenn Williamson: Hi! This is Jenn Williamson from ACDI/VOCA, in Washington, DC.
Moffatt Ngugi: Greetings from USAID/Liberia

Md. Humayun Kabir: High everyone! This is Humayun Kabir from HELVETAS Bangladesh

Abdu Beshir: Hi all, Abdu from CIMMYT Nepal!

Janelle Larson: Janelle Larson, Penn State

Kate Bollinger: Good morning. I'm Kate Bollinger, Gender Advisor in USAID's Asia Bureau.

Mitchell Boutin: Mitch Boutin from CARE in Atlanta

Abu Yarmah: Goodday everybody

Laura Riddering: Hi, This is Laura Riddering from CRS in Baltimore

Melissa Matlock: Hi everyone! This is Melissa Matlock from ACDI/VOCA in Washington, DC

Shristi Bajracharya: Hello i am Shristi from HI Nepal

Krista Jacobs: Hi, everyone! Krista Jacobs at Landesa.

Ajay Panchbhai: Hi all, this is Ajay Panchbhai from IRRI Africa
Aelish Benjamin-Brown: Hi, this Aelish from Root Capital in Cambridge!

Eunice Kidero: Hi all I am Eunice Kidero from USAID/Somalia

Josue Lopez: Josue Lopez, Training Specialist, RFS

Namitha Jacob 2: Annie Wallace Guatemala

Winnie Osulah: Hi, This is Winnie Osulah from ACDI VOCA - Kenya

Elizabeth Salazar: Good day everyone. This is Elizabeth Salazar, Technical Specialist for Gender at NCBA CLUSA in Washington, DC.

Emily Byers: Emily Byers from the Leland Intl Hunger Fellowship at the Congressional Hunger Center

Phoebe Oduor: Phoebe Oduor, RCMRD, Nairobi

Kathleen Ragsdale: Hi all, Kathleen Ragsdale at the Social Science Research Center, Mississippi State University

Navin Hada: Navin Hada from FTF team, USAID Nepal

John Downes: Hello everybody, John Downes here from Georgetown University in Washington, DC

Pranata Barua: Hi everyone! This is PK Barua, an agriculture & food security consultant from Ottawa, Canada
Victoria Rames: Greetings. This is Victoria Rames from Banyan Global.

Sonia Dominguez: Hi. I am Sonia Dominguez from USAID Guatemala.

Stephanie Wessels: Good morning! This is Stephanie from the Producers to Markets Alliance (Fintrac) in Colombia.

Maiwada Zubairu: Maiwada Zubairu. Hi all from Nigeria.

Bandana Pradhan: Greetings from Nepal.

Dick Tinsley: Dick Tinsley back in Colorado.

Matthew thielker 3: Matthew Thielker, USAID/RFS/CN.

Daniel Sumner: hello everyone! This is Daniel Summer from Virginia Tech.

Prakash Gnyawali 2: Hi All, from USAID/Nepal.

Geoffrey Nyapom: Geoffrey Nyapom from Nairobi.

Adam Ahmed: Glad you are safe at home Dick!

Mary Leuci: Good morning Mary leuci from University of Mlssouri and TEDMAG.

Julio Noguera: Greetings, Julio Noguera from TechnoServe in Mexico City.
Daniel Muhinja: Daniel Muhinja from World Vision Kenya

Sangita Budhathoki: Hi Sangita Budhathoki, Feed the Future, USAID Nepal-KISAN II project

Dorine Genga: Hallo everyone. I am Dorine Genga with the Kenya and East Africa USAID Mission. I serve as Resilience Learning Specialist.

Farzana Ramzan: Hi everyone, Farzana Ramzan, USAID/RFS (Washington)

Elodie Nsamba: Greetings from USAID/DRC

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Welcome All! Thank you for joining and introducing yourself!

Cornelia Flora: Cornelia Flora, Ames, Iowa

Kristin Davis: Hi from Kristin Davis, Feed the Future Developing Local Extension Capacity and IFPRI, the International Food Policy Research Institute

Prakash Gnyawali: Hello all, Murari From USAID/Nepal

Manohara Khadka: Charla, nice to see you here

Katherine Guernsey: Hi everyone, Katherine Guernsey from USAID in Washington DC. Thanks for the captioning!

Cornelia Flora: Cornelia Flora, Ames Iowa, USA
Namitha Jacob 3: Good day to all, Julia Maria Asturias from USAID/Guatemala

Vijesh Krishna: Hi everybody, this is Vijesh Krishna from CIMMYT India.

Wubshet Loha: Wubshet Loha, Washington, DC

Alexis Ellicott1: Hello from Nepal!

Md. Harun-Or-Rashid: Hi, This is Harun from CIMMYT-Bangladesh

Manohara Khadka: my email is : m.khadka@cgir.org

SHRINIWAS GAUTAM: Hi everybody: This is Shri Gautam from Nepal Seed and Fertilizer Project, Kathmandu.

Manohara Khadka: Charla, let us catch up

Eddah Nangole: Hi Eddah N from Aceli Africa Nairobi, Kenya

Corey O’Hara: Greetings from iDE Nepal

Patricia NOROLALAO: Greetings to all, i am Patricia, i am joining from Madagascar

David Resetar: David Resetar, smallholder financing at Cycle Connect in Uganda - david@cycleconnect.org
Pallavi Bharadwaj: Hello All Pallavi Bharadwaj from Geoscientists Without Borders at SEG.

Teresa Robles: Hi, Tere Robles from USAID Guatemala

Dr. Narendra Kumar Sharma 2: Good evening all!!

LALIT SAH: Hi everyone, Its me LALIT from FTFNIPM/iDE Nepal

Sam Thomson: Hi to all. This is Sam Thomson (Dairy for Development) from Royal Jersey Agricultural and Horticultural Society.

lafaele enoka: Greetings from Samoa!

Kyra Zogbekor: Hi All. This is Kyra USAID/Kenya and East Africa.. So proud to see Betty Mugo presenting today!

Dr. Narendra Kumar Sharma 2: Dr. Narendra Kumar Sharma, Assistant Professor-cum-Jr. Scientist, Bhola Paswan Shastri Agricultural College, Purnea (Bihar) India

Elizabeth Laferriere: Hello everyone! I'm Elizabeth Laferriere from Land O'Lakes Venture37 in Minnesota, USA.

Colton Hubbard: Colton Hubbard, Plan International US

Amanda Moskal: Hello all! Amanda Moskal from Palladium International in Washington, DC.
Garrett Schiche: Hi, Garrett Schiche from Corus International

Lynn Schneider: Lynn Schneider from USAID/Nepal

elisabeth garner: Hi everyone - elisabeth garner, gender and ag postdoc from Cornell University's USAID, FTF Innovation Lab in Crop Improvement

Laura Zseleczky: Hi! Laura Zseleczky from IFPRI

Lucy Swain: Lucy, Ethical Tea Partnership, UK

Stevie Kloeber: Hello! Stevie Kloeber w. Bountifield International in Minnesota, USA

Rachel Rose: Greetings all from iDE HQ in Denver, CO.

Nicoline de Haan: Hello everyone - Nicoline de Haan from CGIAR GENDER Platform

Lisa Lauxman: Hi, Lisa Lauxman, Wash., D.C.

Charlotte Block: Good morning from NCBA CLUSA in DC.

Naimatullah Soomro: Good evening from Hyderabad Sindh Pakistan

Michelle Kiwia: Hello everyone-Michelle from CRS Tanzania

Hauwa Kabir Ahmed: Hi. Hauwa GESI advisor Propcom Maikarfi, Palladium international, Nigeria
Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Welcome All! Thank you for taking time to join us today!

Cornelia Flora: Will the slides be available? Or a recording of the presentations? I would like to share it with students.

Jerry Brown: Good morning everyone from Washington, DC Jerry Brown

Mohammad Shafi: Hello Good Evening to all: Dr Mohamamd Shafi from Brooke Pakistan

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): @Cornelia the webinar is being recorded and we will share out to those registered for the event

Bonaventure Fandohan: Hello, Bonaventure from Chicago

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): We will also share the slide deck.

saroj khanal: Slides are open to download in top right corner, click in the dropdown icon

Michael Okwemba: Michael Okwemba from Kenya, Independent development finance specialist

indra klein: With regard to social protection programs, to what degree, if any, does cultural mores impact such?

Shola Ajibola: Good morning all
Fertice Miller III: Hello Everyone, providing Governance, Technical Advisory & Investment to the Ministry of Food & Agriculture - Ghana, with the Tony Blair Institute.

Afifa Ghumman: Hello everyone, this is Afifa Ghumman from Brooke Pakistan

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Please note we will put up the window for download of the slides after the presentations.

David Resetar: yes

Charla Britt: yes

sujata singh: GBV has not only shifted from outside inside home.. domestic violence has intensified during pandemic as shadow pandemic

Dorine Genga: Yes.

indra klein: Would you ask speaker to speak up or speak closer into mic?

Dick Tinsley: speak louder please

Domisian Mabula: Yes

Amini Mataka: Thank you very much Agnes for a very insightful presentation.

Humnath Bhandari: Question to Agnes: What does it mean the "inclusive food value chain"?
Prakash Kafle: Nepal

Md. Humayun Kabir: Louder please!

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): If you have questions for the speaker please add them to the chatbox and let us know who your question is directed to.

Naimatullah Soomro: speak loudly please Md

Indra Klein: If no new data was collected, what data was used? time frame? pre-COVID-19?

Indra Klein: @ Zachary, is there any way that you can boost volume? It is VERY difficult to hear current speaker

Manohara Khadka: To Agnes: Private sector is gender exclusive in terms of understanding value chain and inclusive food system,. are there examples from where we can learn from private sector actor being inclusive (both in their organizational system, policies and interventions)?

Sharoon Sabir: a bit louder plz

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): @Indra Thank you for your feedback. We are seeing what we can do.

Indra Klein: Social Contract: With whom? natl, regional, local govt? Thoughts on challenges regarding buy-in?

Lava Thapa: Good evening to you all. This is Lava from CIMMYT Nepal
Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): If you need to enlarge your screen, click on the four arrows at the upper right of the presentation window

Sana Khawaja: She need to speak louder

Adam Ahmed: For those who are having issues with the audio, make sure that you turn up the volume on your computer.

indra klein: @Adam, set at max volume

Sana Khawaja: its full Adam

Sharoon Sabir: already done

Jerry Brown: That would be helpful if the speaker could speak louder. I have the volume on maximum and I am not hearing the speaker very well.

Happy Sikalengo: Good evening from Tanzania. This is Happy Sikalengo from Rieta AgroSciences Ltd

Josue Lopez: @Agnes, what recommendations are coming from the field to reduce the practice of giving young girls in marriage? Any data on the reduction of this practice?

Amini Mataka: Yes , the volume has improved a lot many thanks

Ashok Sarkar: Do we need to pay special attention for the climate vulnerable for better inclusion?

indra klein: @Maitreyi, with regard to "Africa is the country", do you mean the continent?
Abdu Beshir: @Das is economic marginalization/exclusion linked to violence or civil unrest? Can exclusion be a tool for political gains?

Noubia Gribi: yes

Shola Ajibola: Yes, can hear you very well. Thanks

Shahana Begum: can u spak loud a lttle bit Louder

indra klein: Speaker needs to speak closer into her mic

Sharoon Sabir: better now thanks

Noubia Gribi: How is this affecting refugees, IDPs, in that context,

Zenebech Mesfin: Hi everyone, Zene Mesfin, Gender & Agriculture Specialist at EnCompass

indra klein: Would you thoughts on how technology is used to help raise awareness and make changes with regard to inclusion? To what degree has social media, PSA's, & other venues helped?

Muhammad Umar Hanif: Hi Everyone..Its Dr. Umar from Pakistan.Stay blessed

Jen Peterson: HI everyone. My name is Jen Peterson, and I work for Tetra Tech in Burlington, VT. Cheers!

Christopher Ajayi: Chris send greetings from Ibadan, Nigeria
Zenebech Mesfin: Hi Jen! I think we connected recently on email :)

Shola Ajibola: Thank you, Matreyi

JEEWAN SHRESTHA: hi everyone.. its jeewan k.shrestha from nepal

Sharoon Sabir: it changes but takes long to change and in some contexts it may not change as cultural norms do not permit

Amini Mataka: Thank you very much Maitreyi Das, Very interesting presentation

indra klein: Any thoughts on intergenerational participation in bringing about change for inclusion? any tensions? any benefits with regard to empathy in understanding perspectives?

Shahana Begum: Can u pls state the reference of the Report. sorry I joined late

elisabeth garner: how can we innovate standard USAID and development tools, like indicators and RCTs, to better capture these intersecting identities and matters of inclusion more broadly?

Manohara Khadka: Deeply entrenched norms and practices are also institutionalized from household to community, market and state level institutions and their processes of decision-making and planning. Dealing with exclusion/inclusion is a political process. How would be approach to bring changes in institutional level?

Md. Humayun Kabir: There are evidences that during the Covid-19 pandemic women’s role in care giving function at home increased many fold and at the same time gender based valance also increased. Whether there is data how it is affecting inclusiveness in value chain and other relevant areas.
Madad Kahn: hello everyone Madad Khan, here from Quetta Balochistan Pakistan

Madad Khan: madadkhan@hotmail.com

Angela Kabiru: Greetings all, appreciate thoughts on inclusion of the private sector particularly enterprises in the informal private sector and how to ensure their inclusion in decision particularly related to COVID-19 pandemic response

Muhammad Umar Hanif: Its very relevent session! someone talked about environment, how environment could be better when industr increasing day by day with automation....releasing more heat...which deteriorating the glaciers ultimately the environment getting hotter day by day...even isuues like smog also coming ...is there any way to control and save our environment ????

Shahana Begum: why cant the presentation seen

Victoria Rames: Please find a link to the CDCS gender analysis here: https://banyanglobal.com/project/usaide-kenya-gender-analysis/

Abdu Beshir: Thanks Victoria!

Dr. Narendra Kumar Sharma 2: Thanks Victoria for sharing CDCS gender analysis

Indra Klein: With regard to trade, do women-owned businesses have equal voice in mprice negotiation? Is there a need for a male to act on their behalf, whether partially or fully?

Ashok Sarkar: Are the adolescent girls & women are engaged with too much care works in Kenya?

Christopher Ajayi: Thanks!
Stephen Harrott: Good Morning everyone. FUAL - Ontario Canada.

Amini Mataka: Thanks Mugo very true access promotes inclusion

Maureen Gitagia: thank Mugo for great presentation

Indra Klein: Given the challenges that women face, are there movements where women are collaborating together to have a stronger voice?

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Thank you providing your questions! Keep them coming. Please indicate who your question is intended for

Elizabeth Waithanji: what adjustments were made in the Kenyan markets to include people with different disabilities?

Md. Humayun Kabir: Is there any perception in Nepal that some work are women friendly some are not? If so whether it affect inclusion?

Emmanuel Ndayizigiye: Hi

Indra Klein: Is there data available that reflect the impact of inclusion where the market is concerned -- locally, regionally, nationally?

Abdu Beshir: @Manju, excellent presentation! Thanks!

Manohara Khadka: @Manju jee, great presentation!
Dyutiman Choudhary 2: @Manju that was a superb and powerful presentation. Thanks

Christopher Ajayi: are there measurable economic goals for social inclusion?

Jerry Brown: This question is for Mr. Morales: How is illegal immigration defined? What programs does USAID have to address illegal youth immigration?

Shahana Begum: why cant i see VDO

Manohara Khadka: Great to see the GESI common framework!

Prakash Kafle: @Manju-ji, great presentation, nice to know how our work helps in social inclusion and gender equality

Manohara Khadka: that IDPG GESI WG conceptualized in 2017!

Ashok Sarkar: What is employment percentage in Agriculture?

sujata singh: @manju jee: Thank you for powerful presentation!

Elizabeth Waithanji: I missed this presentation. sound all scrambled.

Ashok Sarkar: W
indra klein: @Gerson, given the high % of poverty, with indigenous population representing a large %, would you provide insight on racial perceptions in Guatemala and any steps that govt has taken to address such?

Adam Ahmed: We are sorry to hear that Elizabeth, we will be sharing a recording of the webinar

Hari Shrestha: Nice presentation Manjujee and all.


Elizabeth Waithanji: Thanks Adam Ahmed

Christine Daskais: yes

Narayan Khanal: Excellent and insightful presentation Manju JI

Josue Lopez: @Gerson, excellent activities to involve women and youth, especially those among indigenous people!

indra klein: very soft spoken

Dorine Genga: Yes

Sharoon Sabir: yes we can hear you

Domisian Mabula: Yes
Naimatullah Soomro: Much better

sujata singh: social norm and gendered nature of child care giving role pointed towards women is biggest barrier for women to become agri extension worker. If any panelist can share ground examples on addressing these issues from inclusion perspective?

Kakha NADIRADZE: Good

Christopher Ajayi: how responsive are the global community to deforestation in ensuring sustainable agricultural production?

Abdu Beshir: @Manju, how to best address the exclusive culture well entrenched in South Asian society? Segregation based on cast/ethnic group is well ingrained in the society, any thought?

Sharoon Sabir: Zachary Baquet can youplz share all these presentations

Abdu Beshir: @Morales, you mentioned chronic malnutrition, is malnutrition leads to exclusion or exclusion leads to malnutrition?

Sana Khawaja: sharoon i have

Sana Khawaja: will share with you

Sharoon Sabir: thanks Sana

Naimatullah Soomro: Madam plase share with all
Sana Khawaja: sure

Adam Ahmed: We will be sharing the presentation slide deck at the end of the presentation

Naimatullah Soomro: Thanks Md

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): @Sharoon we will share the presentations a

Domisian Mabula: Mentioning of Women being trained on seed production, how is their relationship with their family-husband?

indra klein: Agrilinks usually provide link dyrubg Q&A

anup kumar: nice presentation

Sana Khawaja: very nice and crisp presentations and well explained by speakers

Amini Mataka: Many thanks Emmanuel, for an inspiring presentation, Very true no agriculture no food no food no life very well said there many thanks

lubna Saeed: Nice presentation , thank you

Shamim Ara Begum: Thanks to all speakers for their nice presentation.

Madad Kahn: Madad Khan , From Quetta Balochistan Pakistan , madadkhan@hotmail.com
Krista Jacobs: @Gerson - Thanks for the presentation! Can you say more about the approaches the Rutas de Aprenidizaje are using to address gender issues?

Sharoon Sabir: The contents of all the presentations were clearly structured,

Christopher Ajayi: or could agriculture be really sustainable without forestry/agroforestry

Domisian Mabula: We speak about Inclusion, do we real incentify all paerties as from our African percipectives this needs more to men than women.

LALIT SAH: Thank you Dr. Manju Maa'm for very nice presentation

Madad Kahn: any project or program on Agribussiness supply chain, agribusiness improvement makketing?

Mary Crave: How has the involvement of youth been received in Rwanda? Are they treated as equals with adults? Disimssed as being inexperienced and naive? Encouraged? What platform do they have to be heard in program design and implementation?

Ditya Lamichhaney: Hello everyone. This is Ditya Lamichhaney from iDE Nepal

Virginia Mzunzu: with reference to Malawi, hit

Virginia Mzunzu: it has been observed that there is a chi

indra klein: Throughout course of programs and their implementation, was there any push back? How were they addressed and women further motivated?
Afifa Ghumman: thank you for such informative and explained presentation #InclusionMatters!

Dr Kareem Waheed: I am glad to be here

Douglas Shadd: Is there a need for value added processing and packaging as a standalone unit? Or is it expected that farm production be self-contained?

Krista Jacobs: Thanks, Gerson!

Abdu Beshir: @ all the panelists: COVID-19 is relegating millions of people into poverty further widening social gaps and adding miseries to the already vulnerable communities. Without a clear way out from this pandemic, what is the best (quick) approach readily applicable to save lives and livelihoods of marginalized communities.

Indra Klein: Was there training/awareness programs provided to men in community as a way to gain empathy and support, as well as understanding in that intent is not be a threat?

Winnie Osulah: GIRL - Girls Improving Resilience with Livelihoods

Lal Singh: excellent

Christopher Ajayi: are there problems with child labour in your country? if yes how are you addressing it...

Virginia Mzunzu: there is a high level of drop out of youth in Agriculture programs especially those that have no immediate income benefit. how is the experience in other countries and how do you encourage youth.
sujata singh: Thanks Manju jee, Betty and Gerson!

LAL SINGH: thanks

Emmanuel Ndayizigiye: To Mary Crave, the Ministry of agriculture is increasing the role of youth in agricultural activities because they were not counted before in Rwanda. RYAF (Rwanda Youth in Agriculture Forum) is the main platform through which their voice is heard

Gerson Morales: Virgina, one the activities we have noticed that works is to engage youth through the use of Digital Tools; however linking their production to markets that will make it stay in the sector and this is something our activities working on, maket access

Betty Mugo: Elizabeth, The markets infrastructure is friendly to persons living with disabilities and include ramps and rails

Elizabeth Waithanji: Thanks, Betty. Great presentation

Lysette Lacambra: Fully agree with Agnes on involving the grassroots to promote inclusion. Lysette here working with East-West Seed Knowledge Transfer. One approach we are doing in our project countries like in India is to train women farmer leaders (Rural Extension Workers) to train fellow women farmers. More about the story here: https://kt.eastwestseed.com/news/training-and-outreach-helping-to-empower-female-farmers-around-the-world

Mary Leuci: Manju, how have you dealt with the resistance when it appears to be rooted in fear of losing influence, income, power

indra klein: Based on your experience with constituency, any prevailing thoughts shared with you that may shed added insight particularly with regard to funders of programs?

Christopher Ajayi: thank you
Winnie Osulah: Thank you Betty for representing Kenya well and more so the Kenya Livestock Market Systems Activity!

Sher Nawaz: Sher Nawaz RM The Brooke Pakistan Karachi Region, good discussion and information

Indra Klein: Thank you to all presenters for very well-rounded presentations -- engaging and thought provoking

Noubia Gribi: Excellent presentations and great answers

Hari Shrestha: Could u share the presentation slides?

Naimatullah Soomro: All speakers present good information thanks to all

Mary Leuci: Great presentations and discussion

Noubia Gribi: very impactful and powerful experiences and case studies

Indra Klein: Thank you Agrilinks for another outstanding session!

Noubia Gribi: can we receive the presentations and recording?

Dr Kareem Waheed: Kudos to all the presenters for their thought provoking presentations

Christine Daskais: Thank you all for your hard work to make inclusion happen for the most disadvantaged
Sharoon Sabir: Thanks to all the speakers, it was indeed a great learning experience from the field teams from different parts of the world.

Adam Ahmed: Hi Noubia, we will share the recording.

Christopher Ajayi: Great work.

Amini Mataka: Many thanks Agrilinks for the opportunity we learnt quite a lot.

Domisian Mabula: Good presentations to most of you, only to be realist with the case studies.

Md. Mustafizur Rahman: Great presentation and discussion.

Josue Lopez: Thank you Agnes and all who presented!

Hari Shrestha: Thanking you all.

Dilli Prasad Chalise 2: Thik you all.

Nqabayezwe Moyo: great presentations, thank you!!

sujata singh: Thank you for great and insightful session Agrilink!

Nicoline de Haan: Thanks to all!
Charla Britt: Thank you all. Great presentations, very informative...

anup kumar: Thanks to all speakers for sharing their experiences.

Abdu Beshir: Thank you all the panelists and USAID/FtF team for organizing this very timely webinar!

Dabere DEMBELE: Thank you

saroj khanal: Thank you all.

lubna Saeed: Thanks to all for such a great informative presentations

Elizabeth Laferriere: Thank you to all the speakers for a very interesting presentation!

Dr. Narendra Kumar Sharma 2: Thanks all very much !!

Md. Humayun Kabir: Thank you all the speakers, moderator and fellow participants and FtF team

Elizabeth Salazar: Thank you all, great presentations

Mohammad Shafi: Productive presentations and thanks to all. Plan next webinar plz

Namitha Jacob: Gerson, is having problems with the system. He's trying to enter back again

Eric Maghas: Thank you for the insightful presentations!
Dyutiman Choudhary 2: Thanks to USAID for organising this session. Thanks to all the presenters.

Komal Pradhan: Thank you all presenter for your nice presentation...

Rebecca Savoie: Thank you!

Ditya Lamichhaney: Thank you all

Aelish Benjamin-Brown: Thank you!

Lisa Lauxman: Thanks

Camille Sachs: Thank you!

Emmanuel Ndayizigiye: Thanks

Myo Ma Ma Than: Thanks

Ashok Sarkar: Thanks

Jen Peterson: Thanks everyone! Fantastic presentations and insights. Excellent panel.

JEEWAN SHRESTHA: okgood night
Sher Nawaz: thank u

Rachael Herpel: Thank you!

Jean Markendy CHARLES: Thaks!!!

Domisian Mabula: Kwa heri

Zachary Baquet (USAID/RFS): Thank you All! You make Agrilinks webinars great knowledge sharing events!

Emmanuel ISHIMWE : Thank you all for the good presentation

Pauline Njiraini: Thak you!

Naimatullah Soomro: good night thanks to all

Iubna Saeed: Thank you

Dr Kareem Waheed: Thank you all

Md. Mustafizur Rahman: Thank you all.